LifeMap

LifeMap from Valencia Community College. This site includes the LifeMap definition, a list of student benefits, an explanation of how students get started with LifeMap, and more. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines

“Counseling Students” from Valencia Community College, Faculty Development. This article examines how Valencia educators may use variations of Reality Therapy when advising students. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines

“Establishing Classroom Climate and Tips for Handling Student Disruptions” This article is adapted from Linn Benton Community College’s: How to Help a Student in Distress: an LBCC Guide for Faculty and Staff and East Tennessee State University’s – Teaching Troubled Students after the Virginia Tech Shooting. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines

“Self-Efficacy: Helping Students Believe in Themselves” by K. Kirk. This webpage, part of a professional development website for geosciences faculty, includes research and teaching strategies for helping struggling students. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines, Science Faculty

“Encouraging Students’ Intrinsic Motivation” by Kathleen McKinney, Illinois State This article, from the National Forum for Teaching and Learning provides tips for emphasizing intrinsic, rather than, extrinsic motivation. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines

“Packing a Bag for the Journey: Preparing Nursing Student for Success” by M.M. Worrell. This article describes “a creative method to support and to educate nursing students about strategies for success” Audience: Nursing and Allied Health Faculty